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From a nonaqueous alkali-metal salt solution, it is possible to observe sonoluminescence ~SL! at low
acoustic drive levels with the ratio of the acoustic pressure amplitude to the ambient pressure being about 1. In
this case, the emission has a narrowband spectral content and consists of a few flashes of light from a levitated
gas bubble going through an unstable motion. A systematic statistical study of the optical pulse characteristics
of this form of SL is reported here. The results support our earlier findings @Phys. Rev. E 58, R2713 ~1998!#,
but in addition we have clearly established a variation in the optical pulse duration with certain physical
parameters such as the gas thermal conductivity. Quantitatively, the SL optical pulse width is observed to vary
from 10 ns to 165 ns with the most probable value being 82 ns, for experiments with krypton-saturated sodium
salt ethylene glycol solution. With argon, the variation is similar to that of krypton but the most probable value
is reduced to 62 ns. The range is significantly smaller with helium, being from 22 ns to 65 ns with the most
probable value also being reduced to 42 ns. The observed large variation, for example with krypton, under
otherwise fixed controllable experimental parameters indicates that it is an inherent property of the observed
SL process, which is transient in nature. It is this feature that necessitated our statistical study. Numerical
simulations of the SL process using the bubble dynamics approach of Kamath, Prosperetti, and Egolfopoulos
@J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 94, 248 ~1993!# suggest that a key uncontrolled parameter, namely the initial bubble
radius, may be responsible for the observations. In spite of the fact that certain parameters in the numerical
computations have to be fixed from a best fit to one set of experimental data, the observed overall experimental
trends of optical pulse characteristics are predicted reasonably well.I. INTRODUCTION
Cavitation is a physical process involving the formation
and growth of cavities in the form of bubbles in a body of
liquid due to pressure reduction. Cavities once formed sub-
sequently collapse and this phase of the cavity motion can be
quite violent, in the sense that it can lead to such extreme
conditions as very high pressures and temperatures within
and surrounding the cavity. This leads to some of the com-
monly known observable effects due to cavitation, namely
material damage or erosion, generation of intense noise, and
even luminescence. It is luminescence from a cavitation field
with which we are presently concerned.
Depending on how the low pressures are generated, one
can distinguish between two types of cavitation: hydrody-
namic and acoustic. The former is associated with high-
speed liquid flows as, for example, in the case of flow
through a venturi. Acoustic cavitation results from pressure
variations induced in the liquid by subjecting it to an intense
sound or acoustic field. Luminescence is observed from both
types of cavitation; however, it is the one associated with
acoustic cavitation and commonly termed as ‘‘sonolumines-
cence ~SL!’’ that has been studied much more extensively
@1#.
In light of recent developments in the field, as pointed out
by Crum @2# and Matula @3#, SL can primarily be classified
into two types, namely multibubble SL ~MBSL! and single-
bubble SL ~SBSL!. MBSL is observed from cavitation
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lapsing cavities that are distributed randomly in the bulk of
the liquid. MBSL has been the subject of extensive studies
since around 1934, and the major findings from these are
available in comprehensive reviews on the subject by Walton
and Reynolds @1#, Verral and Sehgal @4#, and El’pinner @5#.
One of the primary aims of the more recent studies was to
obtain an estimate of what is termed ‘‘cavitation tempera-
tures’’ @6#. Therefore, some gross features of MBSL have
been investigated and interpreted logically on the basis of
modeling the SL process using bubble dynamics formula-
tions @7–9#. However, as it can be imagined, detailed studies
such as the measurement of bubble dynamics parameters,
etc., under MBSL conditions have not been possible in view
of the random nature of the phenomenon. Such studies are
expected to be feasible only if SL is produced under con-
trolled conditions.
This in fact was achieved by Gaitan @10# in 1990. He was
able to levitate a gas bubble in a standing-wave acoustic field
and then drive it to such nonlinear motion that a flash of light
was emitted during each acoustic cycle @11#. This phenom-
enon has come to be known as single bubble SL and its
discovery has resulted in some extraordinary developments
in the field; these have been reviewed by Barber et al. @12#,
Putterman @13#, Crum @2#, Putterman and Weninger @14#, and
Hilgenfeldt and Lohse @15#. Some of the significant findings
of relevance to the present study are as follows: the SBSL
flash width is in a picosecond regime @16–18#, its spectrum
is broadband with photon energy in excess of 6 eV @19#, and
unlike MBSL, SBSL is found in a very restricted parameter
space @20#, but once established it is robust and can go on for
hours or even longer. Many of the intriguing aspects of
SBSL have now been satisfactorily explained on the basis of
bubble dynamics formulations, and the most recent contribu-
tions in this direction are those due to Hilgenfeldt et al. @21#
and Moss et al. @22#.
In the above, we have considered briefly some aspects of
the two types of SL, namely MBSL and SBSL; it is natural
that one may examine a comparison between these two
forms of SL. This has been the subject of studies by Matula
et al. @23#, Yasui @24#, and most recently by Didenko and
Gordeychuk @25#. One important difference lies in the spec-
trum characteristics @23#; if MBSL is generated in water with
dissolved sodium chloride, its spectrum consists of not only
a continuum but also prominent features that can be attrib-
uted to a band emission from OH radical and also a line
emission from the excited sodium atoms. On the other hand,
with SBSL from the same medium, its spectrum consists
only of a continuum, and the absence of the above-
mentioned features is noticeable @23#. One similarity of rel-
evance to the present work is the fact that the measured
MBSL optical flash width is in a subnanosecond regime @26#,
as is the case for SBSL flash widths.
Most of the SL studies, whether MBSL or SBSL, have
been associated with acoustic fields in which the ratio of the
acoustic pressure amplitude, Pa , to the ambient pressure,
P0, is greater than 1; typical MBSL experiments involve
Pa /P0 greater than 2 or even larger, and typical SBSL ex-
periments involve Pa /P0 in the range of 1.2–1.5 @20#. Solu-
tions to the bubble dynamics equation ~see, for example,
Hilgenfeldt et al. @27#! show that at these drive levels, the
bubble motion can be highly nonlinear and in particular the
bubble wall velocities during the collapse phase can defi-
nitely exceed the gas speed of sound, but also approach the
liquid speed of sound, and thus we could term this type of
collapse as a ‘‘hard’’ collapse. In the theoretical studies by
Kamath et al. @28#, it is shown that SL should be feasible
even at a relatively low drive pressure ratio of Pa /P0 being
near 1, and at these drive levels the bubble collapse is pre-
dicted to be much less violent and hence we could term this
type of collapse as a ‘‘soft’’ collapse. In some practical ap-
plications, in particular involving sonochemistry @29#, cavi-
tation bubble fields with dominantly ‘‘soft’’ collapse could
be desirable. Such fields may result in desired chemical
products with a much better overall efficiency. Therefore, an
experimental characterization of SL associated with a cavi-
tation bubble field driven at low acoustic pressure ratios,
with Pa /P0 near 1, forms the motivation for our present
work. The present study in conjunction with our recent re-
sults @30# should be of interest in relation to the theoretical
work of, for example, Kamath et al. @28# but also in the
larger context of comparing the optical characteristics of the
presently observed SL with those of MBSL and SBSL.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODS
A. Acoustic resonator
The basic apparatus used to generate sonoluminescence in
the present experiments is a 250-ml cylindrical quartz bea-
ker. The beaker had dimensions of 70-mm OD, 2-mm thick-
ness, and 90-mm height. After considerable trials, it wasfound that we got very good multibubble cavitation activity
using a sample of 100 ml, thus partially filling the beaker.
The beaker with the 100-ml sample was driven acoustically
with a PZT cylindrical crystal ~Morgan Matroc Limited! of
25.4-mm OD, 50-mm length, and 3.18-mm thickness, which
was attached at the center of the bottom of the beaker. As per
the data sheets supplied by the manufacturer, the fundamen-
tal resonant frequencies in length/radial modes of the crystal
used are 30 kHz and 50 kHz, respectively.
To make the beaker with the partially filled liquid sample
a closed system, some modifications were necessary, and
these are indicated schematically in Fig. 1. As shown in this
figure, a perplex female connector is glued to the open top
end of the beaker. A male connector that is basically a flat
perspex circular disk is press-fitted inside the female connec-
tor with an ‘‘O’’ ring ~68-mm ID and with a square cross
section of 5 mm35 mm) between them. The combination
of these could be termed as a ‘‘cap’’ and use of this made the
system gas tight. The top male connector had some other
fittings to enable continuous purging of the sample with the
desired gas. The flat circular disk had five 6.8-mm openings,
one at the center and the other four being near the circum-
ference of the disk. The outer four holes were connected to a
gas cylinder or a vacuum pump. Each of the connecting
tubes to the vacuum pump and the gas cylinder could be
isolated with the help of valves that are marked as valve-1
and valve-2 in the schematic of Fig. 1. The central hole could
be used for various purposes depending on the specific re-
quirement. For example, in one application the central hole
was used for venting the gas when the liquid was purged
continuously with different gases. The above-mentioned
closed setup with 100-ml liquid ethylene glycol @31#, which
makes the liquid height in the beaker approximately 30 mm,
FIG. 1. A schematic of the experimental setup and instrumenta-
tion used in the present studies.
was used for the SL studies reported here. The samples were
prepared in a closed setup, the details of which are presented
in @32#.
The whole assembly consisting of the beaker, PZT crys-
tal, cap, and 100-ml liquid sample made a resonant acoustic
system when driven at an appropriate frequency with a sine
function generator ~Wavetek, model-29! and a power ampli-
fier ~Bru¨el and Kjær, model-2713!. The relevant resonant
frequencies can be estimated using the method outlined by
Ellis @33#. Experimentally, we worked at a frequency of
about 32 kHz, which is close to the resonant frequency cor-
responding to the (r51,u50,z51) mode. At this frequency,
we found the multibubble cavitation activity becoming close
to a single bubble activity, near the center of the liquid
sample, as the power level was reduced. In fact, a single
bubble could be levitated at very low drive levels. At the
maximum drive levels, we could obtain a maximum Pa
value of about 5 bars, and in the present work we followed
the below-mentioned procedure for Pa measurements.
First we took the gas-saturated liquid sample and estab-
lished the conditions for SL at a low drive level; this activity
was concentrated near the pressure antinode and we could
mark its exact physical location by passing two laser beams
90° apart. Then the sample was degassed in situ by subject-
ing it to a vacuum using the vacuum pump connected to the
apparatus as indicated in the schematic of Fig. 1. If this was
not done, the insertion of a pressure probe would result in the
formation of a bubble at the tip and thus effect the measure-
ments. After sufficient degassing ~generally half an hour!,
the sample was allowed to sit for about 2 h. Then the fre-
quency and the drive level amplitudes were adjusted to those
required for SL, and the tip of a miniature pressure trans-
ducer ~PCB model-105A03, having a tip diameter of 2 mm
with a rated rise time of 2 msec and a natural frequency of
300 kHz! was brought at the location of the crossing point of
the two laser beams. The corresponding Pa value reading
was obtained using a calibration provided for the transducer.
The same technique was used with both high and low crystal
drive levels and the further details are available in @32#.
B. Observation of SL in a resonant system
Before describing our experimental methods for the opti-
cal pulse width measurements, it is worthwhile to discuss the
various types of SL observed in our test cell using ethylene
glycol ~EG! samples. It should be mentioned here that most
of the previous MBSL studies have been with horn devices
~see, for example, @6,23,34,35#! and all the SBSL studies
have been carried out exclusively using resonant systems
@11,12,17,20,36–38#. In our present experimental setup, we
found the following sequence of events as the drive level
was increased.
At very low drive levels ~with a frequency around 32 kHz
and Pa,0.2 bar!, a bubble could be seeded and levitated at
the pressure antinode. As the drive level was increased, the
bubble would be set into motion and eventually go into an
unstable dancing mode. With a further increase in the drive
level, a large number of small nuclei formed around the pres-
sure antinode and collected to form a large unstable bubble.This bubble, at pressure amplitudes Pa estimated to be larger
than about 0.7 bar but less than 1.0 bar, would go into a
violent motion and split up into smaller bubbles as it is
ejected from the pressure antinode. A new bubble then
would form in its place and the cycle would repeat with an
increase in the frequency as the drive level was increased
from Pa;0.7 bar to Pa;1.0 bar. We constantly monitored
whether any SL activity was associated with this type of
bubble motion using a photomultiplier tube ~PMT! and a
high-speed digital oscilloscope. It was found that SL was
associated with this type of bubble activity only when so-
dium salt was dissolved in ethylene glycol samples. Using
the oscilloscope, we found that the SL consisted of a few
flashes ~generally three to four!, which came synchronously
with the driving sound field. As the drive level was increased
further, it was found that the acoustically driven bubble/
cavitation activity would spread to many locations around
the pressure antinode in the sample volume. Near the maxi-
mum drive level ~as possible with the presently used power
amplifier! corresponding to estimated Pa values from 3 to 5
bars, a plume would develop from the bottom center and
come around from the sides. A large number of spots in the
plume and surrounding showed SL activity; we have termed
this MBSL.
Our observations of SL in the gas-saturated ethylene gly-
col samples with Pa values near 1 bar can be interpreted
using the theoretical studies of Hilgenfeldt et al. @39# and the
experimental observations of Gaitan et al. @11# and Gaitan
and Holt @38#. On this basis, we can state that the SL ob-
served presently is close to what has been described by
Hilgenfeldt et al. @39# as an ‘‘unstable’’ SL. Typically, this
form of SL occurs at a low acoustic drive amplitude when
the bubble is undergoing ‘‘soft’’ collapse while it still con-
tains too much gas to reach a stable diffusive equilibrium.
The primary bubble pinches off microbubbles, breaks apart,
and is very unstable as observed by us. The few flashes of
light recorded on the oscilloscope from the unstable SL are
most likely from a single bubble going through some form of
instability @38–40#. It may be possible to identify the exact
nature of the instability based on a high-speed motion picture
recording of the phenomenon @36#.
C. Setup for measuring optical pulse width
An overall block diagram of the instrumentation used for
measuring the optical pulse widths is shown in Fig. 1. The
PMT used is an RCA ~Burle! 4526, which has a rated rise
time of 1.7 ns, and the maximum voltage at which it can be
operated is 2000 V. At this voltage the rated amplification is
around 1.53106 and a single photoelectron results in a maxi-
mum signal of about 2100 mV when measured with a high-
speed digitizing oscilloscope with 50-V termination.
The heart of the instrumentation used for the optical pulse
width measurements is a high-speed digitizing oscilloscope
~Tektronix, model TDS-744A!. In the real-time mode, using
a single channel, the maximum digitizing rate possible is 2
GHz. In the repetitive sampling mode of signal acquisition,
the effective digitizing rate is significantly increased and this
mode can be conveniently used for studying a repetitive phe-
nomenon like SBSL. The rated rise time and the analog
bandwidth of the scope are 850 ps and 250 MHz, respec-
tively. The scope has many other features that are convenient
for data acquisition and processing. For example, the ac-
quired data can be stored on a floppy in various formats for
further processing using a computer.
The response of our optical instrumentation to a single
photoelectron event showed the rise time ~defined as time for
the signal to rise from 10% to 90% of the maximum ampli-
tude! to be 1.7 ns; as expected, this is indicative of the rise
time rating of the PMT. A similar response involving a large
number of photons ~typical of our experiments! can be ob-
tained by using a SBSL flash as a d-function light source. It
has now been established that the optical pulse width of a
SBSL flash is generally less than 340 ps @17#. It may be
pointed out that the idea of using a SBSL flash as a
d-function light source for the calibration of a PMT and its
associated instrumentation has been previously suggested by
Matula et al. @26#. We again found that the response to a
SBSL flash using our instrumentation was indicative of the
PMT rise time and hence the flash width was not resolved.
The typical optical pulse shape corresponding to a SBSL
flash is presented in @32#, and it shows a rise time of 1.9 ns.
For calibration purposes, SBSL was established in the same
apparatus shown schematically in Fig. 1 but using 108 ml of
degassed water.
For the system calibration to a longer duration optical
pulse, we used a pulsed laser diode ~PLD!; a PLD will emit
light as long as it is energized by a voltage pulse. In the
present case, 50-ns voltage pulses were passed through the
PLD. Figure 2 shows the PLD light flash signal as sensed by
the presently used PMT. It is clear from Fig. 2 that our in-
strumentation is able to resolve longer nanosecond duration
flashes faithfully. Similar calibration of the PMT response to
a long duration light flash has been previously used by
Matula et al. @26#.
In resolving the optical pulse widths under MBSL or per-
haps even an unstable SL environment, there is an additional
concern that needs to be addressed. This is associated with
the possibility that the observed pulse shapes are as a result
of the convolution or superposition of optical signals from a
FIG. 2. The response of our optical instrumentation to pulsed
50-ns PLD light flashes. The PMT records these long-duration
flashes faithfully.large number of SL events. Matula et al. @26# have discussed
this at length and have suggested certain techniques to ensure
that the measured optical pulse width to a large extent cor-
responds to a single flash even under a MBSL environment.
This involves the use of a lens and a pin hole combination
ahead of the PMT to isolate spatially a small region of the
test cell as seen by the PMT; presently a 5-cm focal length
lens of 30-mm diameter with a 1-mm circular aperture as-
sembly was used. In the case of the presently observed SL,
we found virtually no difference in the pulse widths as ob-
served with and without the additional optical components
noted above. This is not surprising considering the fact that
the presently investigated SL activity was limited to a small
spatial zone in the neighborhood of the pressure maximum,
and also most likely it originated from a single bubble going
through an unstable motion. In view of this, for the present
studies, we used the PMT directly.
D. General experimental conditions
The experiments described here were carried out using a
250-ml quartz beaker filled with samples of 100-ml NaCl
~1.5 N, 1 N, and 0.05 N! salt dissolved ethylene glycol satu-
rated with krypton, argon, and helium gases. All the rare
gases had purity better than 99.99% and the tests were done
with the samples being 100% saturated with the test gas. All
the samples had base liquid as ethylene glycol, which has
physical properties of the density, r l51200 kg/m3, the
speed of sound, cl51658 m/sec, the dynamic viscosity, m l
514.8 centipoise, and the coefficient of surface tension, s
50.048 N/m. The present studies are with the acoustic drive
conditions being frequency ;32 kHz and Pa;0.93 bar.
The environmental temperature varied from 22 °C to 24 °C.
The ambient pressure at the location where the experiments
have been carried out is .0.9 bar.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The current study primarily involves the optical pulse
characterization of SL flashes whose spectrum is a narrow-
band line emission in the form of sodium-D line resonance
radiation. This narrowband line emission for each set of ex-
perimental conditions was confirmed by using a scanning
monochromator in the wavelength range of 300 nm to 700
nm @32#.
A. Optical pulse characteristics
In our previous article @30#, we showed evidence of large
nanosecond optical pulses associated with SL in the form of
narrowband line emission. These magnitudes being in tens of
nanoseconds are certainly resolvable using our optical instru-
mentation, whose response time as determined using a SBSL
flash is ;1.9 ns. However, from the observation of the os-
cilloscope traces, it was clear that there were considerable
variations in the pulse characteristics in terms of the pulse
amplitude and duration from one pulse to another @41#. As a
result, any meaningful conclusions could be arrived at only
on the basis of a statistical study. For this using the built-in
facility in the oscilloscope, 800 individual optical pulses
were acquired and stored in 1.44-MB floppies for later analy-
sis using a computer. The acquisition and storing of each
optical pulse on the floppy took almost half a minute; thus in
1 h we could acquire and store about 120 pulses. Taking 800
pulses consumed nearly 6.5 h. Over this long duration, care
had to be exercised to keep the experimental conditions con-
stant; in particular, a continuous purging with the cover gas
was required. In addition, we restricted our statistical study
to the SL regime with a low acoustic drive level, since in this
case as indicated earlier we were fairly certain that the PMT
signal was not distorted due to the convolution or superpo-
sition of optical signals from a large number of SL events.
Another point needs to be mentioned here: for acquiring a
PMT signal, we had to set a trigger level on the digitizing
oscilloscope. If this was set at too low a level, such as below
240 mV ~frequently encountered single photoelectron sig-
nal level!, then these pulses would often appear and a statis-
tical study was difficult. Similarly, if it was set at a value
such as 260 mV, SL pulses were recorded, but they were
highly distorted and a meaningful Gaussian fit was difficult.
Therefore, all the statistical study results to be presented re-
fer to when the trigger level was set at 2110 mV. Each set
of data stored in a floppy was transferred to a computer for
further processing. A Gaussian best fit was done as detailed
elsewhere @26,32#. From this fit we obtained the data on the
pulse width @full width at half maximum ~FWHM!# in ns and
the pulse area in nVs. Below we provide the results of our
statistical study.
B. Optical pulse statistics
1. Pulse width
Figure 3 shows the statistical distribution of the SL opti-
cal pulse widths for 1-N sodium chloride glycol solution
saturated with helium, argon, and krypton gases. From these
figures, it can be noted that the pulse widths are large and
confirm the existence of nanosecond pulse duration. Further,
we see that for different gases, the peak in the distribution
occurs at different pulse width regions; for krypton, it lies in
a broad range of around 65–110 ns, in the case of argon it is
concentrated in the range of around 50–65 ns, whereas in the
case of helium it is limited to around 42 ns. In addition, the
overall ranges of the pulse widths observed are different for
different gases. In the case of krypton and argon saturated
salt solutions, the pulse widths vary from 10 ns to as high as
165 ns, whereas in the case of helium they vary only in the
range from 22 ns to 70 ns. Such a large variation of the
observed pulse widths, in particular for krypton- and argon-
saturated solutions, is perhaps indicative of the sensitivity of
the SL process to some parameters; an attempt to identify
some of these will be made later on the basis of numerical
computations. From the above results, it can also be pointed
out that there are definite indications that the pulse width
decreases with an increase in the gas thermal conductivity.
Figure 4 shows the statistics of the optical pulse widths for
the presently observed SL with 0.05 N, 1 N, and 1.5 N so-
dium chloride argon-saturated solutions. The change in the
normality does not seem to effect the optical pulse width
distributions in a significant way. However, we found thatthe frequency of occurrence of SL flashes reduced with a
decrease in the normality, especially when 0.05 N was used.
2. Pulse area
Figure 5 shows the statistical distributions of a SL optical
pulse area for 1-N sodium chloride glycol solution saturated
with helium, argon, and krypton gases, and similar results for
different normality with argon gas are shown in Fig. 6. It is
known that the pulse area is directly proportional to the num-
ber of photons emitted per flash, and this number seems to
depend on the type of dissolved gas in the solution and it
decreases in the order of decreasing atomic weight of the
gas. This can be inferred from comparing the results pre-
sented in Figs. 5~A!, 5~B!, and 5~C!.
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. Optical pulse characteristics
All the results presented here on the SL optical pulse
characteristics are with sodium chloride salt dissolved ethyl-
FIG. 3. The distribution of the optical pulse widths ~at FWHM!
for SL generated from 1-N sodium chloride dissolved ethylene gly-
col ~NaCl/EG! solution saturated with ~A! helium, ~B! argon, and
~C! krypton gases; acoustic pressure amplitude Pa;0.93 bar and a
drive frequency f a;32 kHz.
ene glycol solutions at low acoustic drive levels where un-
stable SL is observed. As pointed out earlier, the observed
optical pulse duration are relatively large and they are of the
order of nanoseconds and differ considerably from those ob-
served for SBSL @17,18#. We can perhaps explain the differ-
ence on the basis of considering the bubble dynamics behav-
ior with a varying pressure amplitude. As indicated earlier,
the relative acoustic pressure amplitudes (Pa /P0) used pres-
ently are near 1, whereas those for SBSL are in the range of
1.2–1.5. From the theoretical studies of Hilgenfeldt et al.
@27#, we expect the bubble dynamics behavior to be quite
different for Pa /P0 values around 1 and those greater than
1.2; the collapse is predicted to be much more violent in the
latter case. Further, in the present case, the viscosity of the
liquid used is 15 times higher than that of water, and this will
have an added effect on the overall dynamics of a bubble.
This is the case for a fixed R0; but from the phase-space
analysis by Hilgenfeldt et al. @39#, for a given gas saturation
the magnitude of R0 itself will change with the Pa /P0 value.
Therefore, on the whole, we may expect the range of time
scales, a measure of which can be estimated @21# by consid-
FIG. 4. The distribution of the optical pulse widths for SL gen-
erated from argon-saturated ~A! 0.05-N, ~B! 1-N, and ~C! 1.5-N
NaCl/EG solutions; Pa;0.93 bar and f a;32 kHz.ering the ratio of the instantaneous bubble radius to the wall
velocity R/R˙ during the collapse phase, to be quite different
under the present conditions as compared to those for SBSL.
This will have a direct bearing on the time duration for
which the temperatures remain high inside the bubble and
thus influence the optical pulse widths. Therefore, we believe
our observations are consistent with the recent theoretical
formulations @21,27#.
Our findings are highlighted in summary form in Table I
and we see a systematic effect both on the pulse width and
the number of photons emitted per flash when the dissolved
gas is changed. This can also be inferred by comparing the
results in Figs. 3~A!, 3~B!, and 3~C! for the pulse width and
Figs. 5~A!, 5~B!, and 5~C! for the pulse area. As seen from
Fig. 3, the pulse width distribution becomes broadened as we
go from He to Ar to Kr. Also, the pulse width where the
number of occurrences peaks, which we may term as the
‘‘most probable pulse width,’’ shifts to a larger value, with
the largest value (;82 ns) being for krypton and the small-
est value (;42 ns) being for helium. Similarly, the pulse
area at which the number of occurrences is maximum shifts
FIG. 5. The distribution of the optical pulse area for SL gener-
ated from 1-N NaCl/EG solution saturated with ~A! helium, ~B!
argon, and ~C! krypton gases ; Pa;0.93 bar and f a;32 kHz.
to a larger value as we go up the atomic weight of the noble
gas. In addition to the rare gases, we have carried out a few
tests with the use of N2 saturated salt solution @42#; since the
g value (g5Cp /Cv , the ratio of heat capacities! for N2 is
FIG. 6. The distribution of the optical pulse area for SL gener-
ated from argon-saturated ~A! 0.05-N, ~B! 1-N, and ~C! 1.5-N
NaCl/EG solutions; Pa;0.93 bar and f a;32 kHz.lower ~also it varies with the temperature!, we should see a
noticeable effect on the optical pulse characteristics. This
indeed is true; as indicated in Table I with N2 both the opti-
cal pulse width and area are significantly lower than those for
the rare gases. It was suggested earlier that the dependence
of the type noted in Table I for the rare gases may be related
to the thermal conductivity of the gas in question. This point
will be considered later when we compare the experimen-
tally observed findings with the predictions from numerical
computations of the governing bubble dynamics equations.
Another parameter that was varied in our experiments but
had a rather small effect on the results was the normality of
the solution. Comparative results for different normality are
presented in Fig. 4 for the pulse width and Fig. 6 for the
pulse area. Even though we may not expect a significant
effect on the pulse width distribution with normality, the
same should not be the case with the pulse area, since it is
directly related to the intensity of SL flashes. With an in-
crease in the normality, the number of sodium atoms within
the bubble is expected to increase and hence this should re-
flect as an increase in the SL intensity. However, this does
not seem to be the case, since as shown in Figs. 6~A! and
6~C!, the pulse area distributions seem to be very similar,
both quantitatively and qualitatively, even with a change of
normality from 0.05 N to 1.5 N, an increase by a factor of
30. This may be an indication of the intensity saturation ef-
fect as found by Flint and Suslick @35# with an increase in
the normality of a potassium salt. An explanation for this
may not be easily forthcoming, but the fact that the satura-
tion solubility value for argon gas may depend on the nor-
mality and thus have a subtle effect on the bubble dynamics
could be one reason. Some evidence to the increase in the
dissolved gas content with an increase in the normality was
present in our experiments.
B. Comparison of experimental observations
with computations
In our previous article @30#, we proposed a model to ex-
plain the large optical pulse widths observed in experimentsTABLE I. A summary of the experimental findings. EG denotes ethylene glycol.
Liquid used
Gas
used
Most probable value
of pulse width
Maximum value
of pulse area
Maximum number
of photons/pulse
Most probable value
of photon/pulse
EG11 N NaCl Kr 82 ns 251 nVs 6.063106 1.483106
EG11 N NaCl Ar 62 ns 244 nVs 5.233106 1.053106
EG11 N NaCl He 42 ns 226 nVs 3.093106 0.693106
EG11 N NaCl N2 33 ns 213.2 nVs 1.573105 0.523106
EG10.05 N NaCl Ar 60 ns 226 nVs 3.093106 1.003106
EG11.5 N NaCl Ar 62 ns 248 nVs 5.703106 1.103106
similar to the present ones. The basis for this is what we have
termed ‘‘soft’’ bubble collapse analyzed by Kamath et al.
@28#. Here we use the mathematical formulation of Prosper-
etti et al. @43# to numerically compute the temperature dis-
tribution within the bubble for our experimental conditions
and then, assuming thermal excitation for the sodium atoms,
an estimate for the intensity of sodium-D line emission is
made; hence, some quantitative comparisons with observa-
tions will be possible. Below, we provide the mathematical
formulation and the results, but the details of the numerical
schemes employed for the actual computations are provided
in @32#.
C. Mathematical formulation
1. Bubble dynamics equation
A useful form of equation describing the radial dynamics
of a spherical bubble accounting liquid compressibility to
first order was given by Keller and Miksis @44#,
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In Eq. ~1!, R is the instantaneous bubble radius, dot de-
notes the time derivative, cl is the liquid speed of sound, P0
is the ambient static pressure, Ps(t) is the imposed sound or
acoustic field at the location of the bubble, and pl is the
pressure on the liquid side of the bubble interface, which is
related to the bubble internal pressure pg through pl5pg
2(2s/R)2(4mR˙ /R); here, s is the surface tension coeffi-
cient and m is the liquid viscosity. In this study, we take the
sound field to be sinusoidal; therefore, Ps(t)5Pa cos(wt)
with Pa being the acoustic pressure amplitude and w the
driving angular frequency. The standard initial conditions
used for the solution of Eq. ~1! are R(t50)5R0 and R˙ (t
50)50.
2. Equations for the bubble interior
The motion of the gas inside the bubble is described by
the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy equations
and the development used here is from Prosperetti et al. @43#.
In the formulation, the mass transfer across the bubble wall
is neglected considering the diffusion time scale being much
larger than the time scale of the imposed acoustic field. In
addition, it is assumed that the bubble collapse is spherically
symmetric due to the low acoustic pressure amplitude used;
however, this point needs further consideration and will be
taken up later. Another important simplifying assumption
made is that the internal gas pressure is considered to be
spatially uniform. In addition, the contribution of the viscous
term in the momentum equation is expected to be small.
Quantitative estimates to justify the latter two assumptions
are provided in Prosperetti et al. @43#. Thus with these as-
sumptions, there is no need to solve the momentum equation,
and the combination of the conservation equations of massand energy result in the following expressions ~see Prosper-
etti et al. @43#! for computing the pressure pg(t) and the
temperature T(r ,t) within the bubble:
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Here, g(5CP /Cv) is the ratio of heat capacities and as-
sumed to be constant; K is the thermal conductivity of the
gas and is taken to depend linearly on the temperature. Ap-
propriate boundary conditions are needed to solve Eq. ~3!.
Because of the symmetry at the center of the bubble, the
temperature gradient is considered to be zero, i.e., at r50,
]T/]r50, and the bubble wall is assumed to be at the bulk
liquid temperature, i.e., at r5R , T5T‘ @45#.
As mentioned earlier, in Eq. ~3! the thermal conductivity
variation is considered and it is assumed to follow a linear
dependence on T and is expressed as
K5AT1B . ~4!
The values of A and B depend on the gas considered. We
have used for argon A53.231025 W/m K2, B
50.009 W/m K ~see Cook @46#!; for krypton, A51.54
31025 W/m K2, B50.0047 W/m K ~see Collins and Menard
@47#! and for helium, A530.531025 W/m K2, B
50.059 09 W/m K ~see Collins et al. @48#!. The above con-
stants generally give good agreement with the experimen-
tally measured values in the temperature range of 300 K to
about 2500 K. We assumed the thermal conductivity of the
bubble contents to be dominated by the rare gases consid-
ered. This is on the basis of low vapor pressure of ethylene
glycol (;0.009 Torr) and our estimated mole fraction of
the sodium atoms in the bubble from a best fit to one set of
experimental results being 0.01. Another point to be noted is
that, at low acoustic drive levels considered by us, the bubble
volume expansion ratio ~initial volume/maximum volume! is
only about 1/10 ~see Fig. 7! and thus the internal pressure
should not go below the liquid vapor pressure and this
should preclude any vaporization during the expansion
phase. Therefore, we do not expect the physical properties of
the bubble contents to be significantly effected by the pres-
ence of ethylene glycol vapor and sodium atoms.
The mathematical formulation presently used and indi-
cated above assumes a spherical bubble behavior. However,
in the physical description of the presently observed SL in
Sec. II B, we pointed out that the optical emission coincided
with an unstable behavior of the levitated bubble, leading to
its eventual fragmentation. As pointed out by Matula et al.
@23#, such unstable bubbles may not collapse spherically;
however, the contents of the bubble can still be subject to
heating, but it may not be as drastic as in the case of SBSL.
Therefore, our modeling does involve an approximation and
it is made for the sake of simplicity and with the expectation
that the essential aspects of the phenomenon will be captured
adequately.
3. Sodium-D line intensity
The above bubble dynamics formulation as used presently
is totally consistent with that of Prosperetti et al. @43#; how-
ever, the following development on the estimation of the
sodium line intensity is our own. To obtain the sodium-D
line intensity using the calculated temperature field, an ex-
pression for computing the number of excited sodium atoms
is required. If thermal equilibrium is assumed to be estab-
lished in the bubble @49#, then statistical mechanics yields
the following relationship between the number n1* of Na at-
oms per cm3 in the excited level q and the total number n1 of
Na atoms per cm3:
n1*5n1
gq
Z expS 2 EqkT D . ~5!
This is the Boltzmann equation in which Eq is the excita-
tion energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute
temperature, gq is the statistical weight of the excited level,
and Z is the partition function or state sum. In general, Z is
given by a summation taken over all the possible energy
levels, including the ground level (q50). However, as
pointed out in @50#, for the sodium-D line we can to a very
good approximation take gq /Z52 and also use Eq52.1 in
Eq. ~5!. The rate of photon emission (dNp /dtub) from a
small elemental volume dV within the bubble, over a solid
angle of 4p and over the whole width of the spectral line of
central frequency n0 , is given by
dNp
dt Ub52A1n1expS 2
2.1
kT D dV . ~6!
FIG. 7. The computed variation of the normalized bubble radius
~solid line! and the bubble center temperature ~dashed line! as a
function of normalized time for 22-mm argon bubble in glycol dur-
ing the 15th cycle of bubble motion. Inset shows the bubble wall
velocity as a function of nondimensional time for the 15th cycle of
bubble motion; R0522 mm, Pa50.93 bar, and f a532 kHz.Here, A1 is the Einstein transition probability for sponta-
neous emission. With strong resonance lines, some of the
emitted photons are ‘‘lost’’ through self-absorption; how-
ever, from the measured spectra there is no evidence for this
in the present situation @30,32#. Therefore, for computing
dNp /dtub from the whole bubble, Eq. ~6! can be integrated
over the bubble volume or
dNp
dt Ub52A1n1E0
R
expS 2 2.1kT D 4pr2dr . ~7!
Introducing a normalized coordinate y5r/R , where r is a
point within the bubble and R is the instantaneous bubble
radius, Eq. ~7! becomes
dNp
dt Ub52A1n1~4pR3!E0
1
expS 2 2.1kT D y2dy . ~8!
Now we expect that the number of sodium atoms initially
in the bubble will remain the same throughout its life cycle
and hence we can set n1 43 pR35n0 , where n0 is a constant
equal to the initial number of sodium atoms in the bubble.
Therefore, Eq. ~8! can be written as
dNp
dt Ub56A1n0E0
1
expS 2 2.1kT D y2dy . ~9!
4. Synthetic optical pulse
Once the temperature field within the bubble is computed,
the corresponding photon emission rate at any given time of
bubble motion can be obtained from using Eq. ~9!. We can
ask if this rate is exposed to a PMT, what would be its
response, that is, can we construct a synthetic PMT response
pulse from computation? This is indeed possible as described
below. The number of photons Np is related to the charge
collected by the PMT through the following relationship
@51#:
Np5
Q
QE3GPMT3~charge of electron! 3
4p
V
. ~10!
Here, Q is the charge, QE is the quantum efficiency, GPMT
is the PMT gain, and V is the solid angle over which the
photons are collected. By differentiating Eq. ~10!, we obtain
dNp
dt Ub5
dQ
dt 3
4p
QE3GPMT3~charge of electron!3V
~11!
in which dQ/dt5i5V/Rl , with Rl being the load resis-
tance. Therefore, from the computed dNp /dtub , the corre-
sponding PMT signal or the synthetic optical pulse shape is
given by
V~ t !52Rl3GPMT3QE3~charge of electron!3
V
4p
3
dNp
dt Ub . ~12!
We have inserted a negative sign to take care of the
response characteristic of a normal PMT. To compare the
synthetic optical pulse with an actually observed one
~corresponding to our experimental conditions!, we have
used the following numerical values for the constants ap-
pearing in Eqs. ~9! and ~12!: Rl550 V , V/4p5 1208 , QE
50.17, GPMT51.53106, (charge of electron)51.6310219
Coulomb/electron, and A150.6223108 per sec.
D. Numerical results
The numerical computations involve the following steps.
Equations ~1!, ~2!, and ~3! are solved simultaneously for ob-
taining R(t), pg(t) and T(r ,t) or T(y ,t). The details of the
computational schemes used presently can be seen elsewhere
@32,43#. Once T(y ,t) is known, then the synthetic optical
pulse can be generated using Eqs. ~9! and ~12!; however,
there is one important unknown parameter, namely n0 . The
value of n0 is fixed by a best fit to one set of experimental
data. For the acoustic pressure amplitude Pa , we have used
the value corresponding to most of our experimental obser-
vations, namely 0.93 bar. However, to investigate the effect
of this parameter on the solutions, limited computations were
made with Pa values of 1 and 1.1 bar. The initial bubble
radius R0 is an unknown. Following @28#, we have scanned a
region of 0.135,R0 /Rres,0.2708. In the present case, the
value of the resonance radius, R res , is 96 mm. Most of the
computational results are presented with an initial bubble
radius of 22 mm since this appears to give the best agree-
ment with one set of experimental observations. Then keep-
ing R0 and n0 fixed, we have examined the effect of other
variables such as the gas thermal conductivity.
In Fig. 7, we show ~solid line! the nondimensional bubble
radius (R/R0) as a function of nondimensional time for the
15th cycle of bubble motion for an initial bubble radius of
22 mm. During the rarefaction part of the sound field, the
bubble expands to a maximum radius of 2.1 times its initial
radius; then the bubble collapses rapidly to a minimum ra-
dius of 0.39R0 . Eventually, the pressure builts up inside the
bubble, which arrests the further inward motion of the
bubble. As a result, the bubble bounces back from its mini-
mum radius and goes through an oscillatory motion. The
maximum velocity ~see the inset in Fig. 7! reached during
the collapse phase is about 40 m/s, which is much lower than
either the gas or the liquid speed of sound. So, from this
consideration our terming of this type of collapse as a ‘‘soft’’
collapse seems to be justifiable.
The center temperature variation as a function of nondi-
mensional time during the 15th cycle of bubble motion is
also shown in Fig. 7 ~dashed line!. At the maximum radius,
the bubble center temperature attains a value of around 288
K, which is very close to the liquid temperature. From this, it
can be inferred that during the expansion phase, the bubblebehaves almost isothermally and this is now a well-
established fact. During the end of the collapse phase, i.e., at
the minimum radius, the bubble center temperature is pre-
dicted to reach a value of around 2760 K. The temperature
distribution within the bubble under this condition is pre-
sented in Fig. 8. These findings are very similar to those by
Kamath et al. @28# for the case of a 26-mm argon bubble in
water driven at an acoustic pressure amplitude of 0.93 bar.
In Fig. 9, we show a comparison of a synthetic optical
pulse with one set of experimental data; the best fit is ob-
tained with an n0 value of around 1.131010 ~it may be noted
that this corresponds to a density of 2.531017 atoms per cm3
for the initial bubble radius of 22 mm and this is in good
agreement with a suggested value by Taylor and Jarman
@52#!. The general shape of the synthetic optical pulse is in
very good agreement with a mean line passing through the
data. The optical pulse width ~at FWHM! for the results
shown in Fig. 9 is about 62 ns, being the most probable value
for argon ~see Table I!, and this corresponds to an assumed
FIG. 8. The variation of the gas temperature as a function of y
5r/R at the instant of minimum bubble radius for a 22-mm argon
bubble in glycol during the 15th cycle of bubble motion; Pa
50.93 bar and f a532 kHz.
FIG. 9. The synthetic optical pulse ~solid curve! as a function of
relative time for a 22-mm argon bubble in glycol driven at 0.93 bar
acoustic pressure amplitude and a frequency of 32 kHz. The dotted
points are data acquired from an experiment with a sample
of argon-saturated 1-N NaCl/EG solution driven under similar
conditions.
initial value of R0 equal to 22 mm. However, as we have
previously mentioned, the numerical computations were
done with other values of the initial bubble radius ranging
from 13 mm to 26 mm, and the corresponding optical pulse
widths are found to vary from about 30 ns to 80 ns. In addi-
tion, the predicted optical pulse widths are found to reduce
with an increase in the acoustic pressure amplitude and this
variation is within 5 ns for a change of acoustic pressure
amplitude from 0.93 bar to 1.1 bar @53#. These predictions
suggest that the optical pulse width is very sensitively depen-
dent on the initial bubble radius and to a lesser extent on the
acoustic pressure amplitude within the range considered
presently. The numerically obtained large variation of the
optical pulse width with a change in the initial bubble radius
indicates that, in the experiments also, the initial radius may
not be the same under the presently observed SL conditions,
since, as indicated, for example, in Fig. 4, there is a large
variation in the observed optical pulse widths also.
Effects of gas thermal conductivity and comparison
with experimental results
The numerical results presented certainly predict the large
pulse widths observed experimentally and also provide an
explanation for the large variation on the basis of the sensi-
tivity of the pulse width to certain physical parameters such
as the initial bubble radius. Experimental observations, how-
ever, as indicated in Table I clearly show a systematic varia-
tion of the pulse width with a change of dissolved gas. We
have examined whether this trend could also be predicted
using the formulation presented. For an initial radius of
22 mm and an acoustic pressure amplitude of 0.93 bar, our
numerical results with argon gas predict a pulse width of 62
ns, which is in good agreement with the experimentally ob-
served most probable value of around 62 ns ~this is expected
since some parameters were fixed to obtain the agreement!.
Keeping the same initial conditions, namely R0522 mm,
Pa50.93 bar, and n051.131010, numerical computations
along the same lines as argon were done for krypton and
helium. The conductivity dependence on temperature for
these two gases was also taken into account on the basis of
the data provided in Refs. @47,48#. The details of the compu-
tation are again provided in @32#, and here we provide only
the final results. In Fig. 10, the synthetic optical pulse shapes
for the three noble gases are presented. It is clear that as the
gas thermal conductivity increases, the optical pulse full
width at half maximum ~FWHM! decreases. For example,
for krypton, which has the lowest thermal conductivity, the
predicted pulse width is 94 ns, whereas for helium, which
has the highest thermal conductivity, it is 22 ns; as indicated
earlier, it is 62 ns for argon. These predictions can be com-
pared with the observations, and as indicated in Table I, the
most probable optical pulse widths for Kr, Ar, and He are 82
ns, 62 ns, and 42 ns, respectively. In general, the agreement
can be considered to be quite satisfactory. In addition, from
Fig. 10, we note that the pulse height for helium is signifi-
cantly smaller than that for krypton. This is consistent with
the experimental findings, in the sense that the maximum
value of the pulse area for helium is almost half that forkrypton ~see Table I!. Therefore, the numerical computations
based on the mathematical formulation of Prosperetti et al.
@43# are able to predict many of the important experimental
observations involving SL in the form of resonance radia-
tion. In particular, the generally good agreement of the syn-
thetic optical pulse shape with the experimental data is sat-
isfying, however we do need to consider the precise link
between the optical pulse widths and the noble gas thermal
conductivity, and this is done below.
Our spectra measurements as reported in @32# show that
the only emission present with all three noble gases used is
the sodium-D line emission. We did not find any evidence of
other possible emissions like that from the noble gases them-
selves or from the vapor ~or its products! of the liquid used.
Extraordinary care was taken to remove all the air and hence
there was no continuum observed even if a small amount of
air was left over; in particular, this was the case at high drive
levels. In view of this, as indicated earlier, the modeling of
the presently observed SL is on the basis of computing the
number of excited sodium atoms, and the key variable from
the Boltzmann relationship is the temperature. Therefore, the
optical pulse characteristics can be directly related to the
magnitude and duration of the high temperatures reached
within the bubble, and the relationship of this to the thermal
conductivity of the gas has been the subject of various inves-
tigations @6,21,28,35,54#. An increase in the peak tempera-
ture inside a cavitation bubble in the order of noble gases
from helium to xenon has recently been inferred on the basis
of spectral studies @6#. Similarly, our numerical simulations
also show that the temporal behavior of the temperatures
within the bubble is strongly influenced by the thermal con-
ductivity of the gas; that is not only the magnitudes decrease
as we go from krypton to helium, but also the FWHM de-
creases @32#. Vuong and Szeri @55# have indicated that both
the magnitude and the duration of the peak temperature at
the origin of a collapsing bubble are not only influenced by
the gas thermal conductivity but also by other factors such as
the molecular mass. However, their conclusions are for a
strongly forced bubble where the wavy nature of the gas
dynamics inside the bubble dominates and may not be rel-
evant in our case of a mildly forced bubble, in which case the
pressure is assumed to be spatially uniform. Therefore, in the
FIG. 10. The synthetic SL optical pulses as a function of relative
time for 22 mm krypton ~– – – line!, argon ~— line!, and helium
~–– line! bubbles in glycol; Pa50.93 bar and f a532 kHz.
present case, we can directly link the decrease in the optical
pulse width with an increase in the gas thermal conductivity
through its effect on the temperature field.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the SL regime examined by us, only a single bubble
going through an unstable motion participates in the SL pro-
cess. It is possible that a search in the parameter space may
enable conditions to be found for establishing stable single-
bubble SL ~SBSL! with narrowband emission. A related is-
sue is how the species responsible for the narrowband emis-
sion ~in the present experiments, sodium atoms! can find
their way inside a bubble going through a repetitive motion
associated with stable SBSL. This point assumes significance
since in the present study, a best fit to a synthetic optical
pulse with one set of experimental data yields a value for the
number of sodium atoms in the bubble to be 1.131010; this
corresponds to an atomic density of 2.531017 atoms per cm3
for a 22-mm bubble. This value being rather high, one won-
ders as suggested by some authors earlier @23# whether thesodium atoms find their way inside the bubble through liquid
droplet injection by surface instability or jet formation at the
last stages of bubble collapse.
The generally good agreement found between the predic-
tions using a SL model based on the bubble dynamics ap-
proach of KPE @28# and the experimental observation clearly
gives strong support to our earlier hypothesis that the SL in
the form of sodium-D line resonance radiation is indeed as-
sociated with ‘‘soft’’ bubble collapse. This raises interesting
possibilities of controlled ‘‘cavitation bubble collapse activ-
ity,’’ which may result in significantly more efficient
sonochemical reactions. Presently this aspect has not been
considered in the design of sonochemical reactors. The most
commonly used device, namely the ultrasonic horn, may in-
duce cavitation fields that produce unwanted products.
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